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CRACKER BARREL SESSION 
DURING the past few months Congressional Inquiries into various aspects 
of the entertainment field have produced shocking examples of public decep-
tion on a large scale. The first subjeot of investigation was the Television In-
dustry's quiz shows. Much to the dismay of many loyal, regular viewers, it was 
found that "fixes" were involved in many instances. Contestants were some-
times given answers and briefed on questions before the show went on the 
air, thus enabling them to easily beat their opponents. 
The latest scandal, which some critics claim is a sign of lower moral stand-
ards in America is "payola." "Payola" is under-the-table payments to promote 
a certain recording, made to disc jockeys and others in positions of influence 
by recording companies. 
"Payola" can take on many different forms. It can involve cash, gifts, or 
favors. Often, it is difficult to determine where acceptable business practices 
such as buying lunch for a client ends and "payola" begins. The current Con-
gressional Inquiry may help to resolve this issue as it applies to the recording 
industry. 
"Payola," as described above, pertains only to the "pop" recording industry 
at the present time. It is naive to assume that such a situation could not also 
exist in the square dance field. 
A record reviews column serves as an endorsement or rejection of the various 
records reviewed each month. If these reviews are honest, critical, and not in-
fluenced by "payola," they are of value. Square dance recording companies 
desiring to use the "payola" approach would probably attempt to influence 
record reviews through their advertising — or lack of it — in a particular 
publication. 
During the past years, this pressure has seldom been brought to bear on 
American Squares. In the few isolated cases where pressure has occurred, the 
reviews were not affected. This honest and unyielding stand is necessary if 
Record Reviews are to be of value to our readers. 
Square dancing, like every other facet of life, contains some good and some 
bad. One can always find something good to say just as easily as one can find 
something bad to say. A "Pollyanna" type of record review is of absolutely no 
value because it says nothing. Honest and critical reviews are of immeasurable 
value to square dancers and callers everywhere. 
American Squares will continue to publish honest and critical Record Re-
views. You, our readers, can be sure that "payola" does not influence these 
reviews in any way. 
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ROUND 'N' ROUND 
By Mary and Bill Lynn, Brentwood, Mo. 
Christmas is over — the tree is 
down, the ornaments safely stored 
away for another year — and here we 
are in 1960. How can it be 1960 when 
it seems we just started 1959? The 
weather is cold, the snow piled high, 
and everyone knows this is good 
dancing weather. 
With the New Year's birth comes 
thoughts of Resolutions. Many of us 
still make them and even keep them 
— for several months. As children, 
many of us made serious, written lists 
of things we were going to do — or 
not do — for the New Year. We 
thought it might be fun to think of 
some Resolutions a Round Dancer 
might wish to make for 1960: 
1. First of all, let's all resolve to 
have fun with our dancing. If we 
don't really enjoy ourselves, we have 
lost the reason for our activity. Let's 
dance as well as we can, but let us 
not be so concerned with step pattern 
that we move about the floor with a 
concentrating frown. Let's "smile to 
music." 
2. Let's remember our old, beauti-
ful dances. Old dances, like old 
friends should be remembered. Urge 
your friends to remember also. 
3. Let's try to convince our non-
round dancing friends that they will 
enjoy rounding as much as we, and 
that round dancing will help them 
enjoy their square dancing even more 
by making them even more rhythm  
conscious — and thereby swelling our 
round dance ranks. 
4. This last one is our own per-
sonal resolution that we will share 
with you. We are going to try to 
make this column as interesting as 
we can for this year, and will most 
heartily welcome any bits of infor-
mation about rounds, dance-lore, 
party suggestions, or anything you 
think might be of interest to dancers. 
We have news of Dena Fresh's new 
dance on the Shaw label, Silver Heels. 
Another new dance, with a home-
spun title, is Gingerbred (Grenn) 
coming to us from New England. For 
the square dance level rounder we 
have Foolish Fancy (Jamie) and It 
Had to Be You (RCA), and for Round 
Dancers, Primrose Lane (Challenge). 
Talking as we have been of New 
Years, of course, brings to mind 
parties. We hope you had a fine danc-
ing New Year's Party. Here is a party 
hint that you might like to work out 
for your own use. We are going to 
have a Round Dance Party, admis-
sion to which is one record. We are 
going to ask our friends to bring with 
them their favorite round and to talk 
the group thru same. It might be the 
first round they ever learned — it 
might be one of just a few seasons 
past that they miss not doing. We are 
having quite a discussion as to which 
round we'll take, either Getting to 
Know You or Heavenly Night. Won-
der if there would be time for us to 
use both? — See you 'round. 
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TAKE YOUR PICK 
by Pat Pending 
Once upon a time there was a 
Yankee Peddler (travelling salesman 
to you) who had white hair and 
wrinkles, having seen over three score 
ten summers and as many winters. 
He had square danced intermittently 
two and a half score of them, but 
furiously during the last decade. In 
addition, he had become quite inter-
ested, done a little research, and call-
ed on occasion. Sometimes as often as 
twice a week when he was home, even 
at his advanced age. Now in youth, 
he had helped paint many a town red 
— got around a bit in an attempt to 
keep alive the reputation alloted to 
travelling salesmen, but as age crept 
on, decelerated and hunted out more 
genteel extra curricular activities. 
When away from home in a strange 
town he now searched out •a square 
dance anywhere within 25 miles from 
his hotel, and parked himself as in-
conspicuously as possible to observe 
what happened over several hills and 
past several valleys beyond his own 
domicile. 
During the summer months when 
activities were nil in the five organ-
ized square dance clubs, he and his 
wife had been prevailed on to join -
the three caller's associations, one of 
which he was president, had adjourn-
ed till fall and the State and Regional 
Federations had hibernated for the 
hot spell Mr. and Mrs. rode the back 
roads of New England, Saturday night 
after Saturday night just dancing a 
little and researching a lot. From 
these Saturday trips and the away 
from home visits, your peddler classi-
fied square dancing into five groups 
or categories as follows. 
A. Local Hog Wrastles. These are 
not alone a Yankee institution but 
also a national institution as well. 
Anybody with a barn with attached 
two-holer and a barrel for empty 
bottles can get into the Hog Wrastle 
business. How? Just hire a fiddler who 
can prompt at least three squares. 
(Viz — "Head Ladies Cross Over," 
"Soloman Levi" (simple version), and 
"Plain Quadrille No. 1 or No. 2," plus 
"Haymaker's Jig" and "Virginia Reel.") 
Then hang out a few signs — "Old 
Fashioned Dancing Every Saturday 
Nite." If it scores at least six girls hit-
ting the floor in the second "Virginia 
Reel," at least one good fight, and 
enough empty bottles to sell to make 
the till break even, the Hog Wrastle 
was a successful venture. Dancing 
secondary. 
B. Local Refined Open Dances. 
These are also a national Saturday 
night institution, not confined to any 
locality. All over this great country 
thousands of Americans of all ages 
gather at local Town Halls and 
Grange Halls on Saturday nights and 
dance the same patterns to the same 
tunes prompted by the same caller, 
year in and year out. By the clock 
they dance. 8:35 — start "Lady Round 
the Lady." 8:42 — "97 Swings." 8:49 -
"Weave the Ring." 9:03 — "Rye 
Waltz." 9:16 — "Lady Walpole." Yes, 
same program — same dances — same 
people maintaining the backbone of 
a true rich American heritage. 
C. The Annual Ball of the Fire 
Dept. or Police Dept. Again a national 
institution. These affairs generally 
start off with a turkey or chicken sup-
per and are attended by folks from 
miles around. Many come from other 
valleys over the surrounding hills but 
the local name caller is the M.C. at 
the dance. Right here the fun begins. 
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With the exception of an added 
"Grand March" his repertoire and pro-
gram are as always. Now his own peo-
ple for whom he has prompted for 
30-40 years — father and son, mother 
daughter — know his every call and 
never even listen to the words he uses. 
They merely follow the changes in 
the tone of his voice as signals to start 
the next movement. These folks from 
over the hill have been dancing to 
another prompter, theoretically using 
the same patterns. But if the local 
master uses a do-si-do where the 
"Over the next hill" master uses an 
allemand and dancers from each 
locale get into the same set — stand 
clear. The arguments, after that melee 
between the two or three factions or 
schools of thought over who is wrong 
and what tradition on that point is, 
are monumentous. Every variation ex-
cept the one they learned and have 
done for 40 years is a spurious and 
putrid interlopement. Sure, they take 
their dancing seriously, but they keep 
the now sometimes unrecognized 
basics alive. They still dance 'em on 
the music — 32 measures or 64 counts. 
D. The Comfortable Club Dances. 
These friendly dances which are still 
as friendly at 11:30 as they were at 
8:30, to me, are the tops in our Ameri-
can Square Dancing. Here the club 
caller who is a master at his profes-
sion mixes his program doing a few 
old timers which he has revamped by 
doubling up movements or has woven 
a couple of old patterns into a well-
arranged single tip, also included are 
a hot-shot fastee or two, and a few old 
loveable singing calls. He then slips 
in, for shall we say the jam in a tasty 
sandwich, a few good old fashioned 
rounds plus a selected new one now 
and then. These are the type of clubs 
where the mortality rate is low, folks 
only dropping out long enough to 
sweat out a pregnancy and subse-
quent weaning or when they become  
subjects of an obituary. These groups 
and the folks who patronize the re-
fined open dances are the ones who 
keep this activity alive and on even 
keel. 
E. The Hot Shot Clubs who hire 
in the travelling Hot Shot callers and 
think they are somehow or other just 
a little superior to the other folk. 
Actually, they are poor misguided 
people with little or less knowledge 
of true dancing who boast that after 
the first set of tips when they had got-
ten on to the style of Mr. Hot Shot 
nobody in their club goofed once dur-
ing the whole evening. Those poor 
misguided people never heard that 
old saying, "Don't try to beat a man 
at his own game!" They don't realize 
that during the first set of tips Mr. 
Hot Shot was trying them out to find 
how much or how little they knew 
then spent the rest of the evening 
calling down to their level. They were 
not dancing up to his. He could throw 
them into a tither at will, but if they 
fell apart, they would blame him and 
not hire him back again next year and 
most of the Mr. Hot Shots are busi-
nessmen first — callers second. Now 
these groups sleigh ride on the basics 
others have created over the years. 
They become less and less friendly as 
the evening progresses, starting first 
when a husband or wife stage whis-
pers a yak-yak at his or her spouse for 
a minor slip and spreads like measles 
till it permeates the whole atmos-
phere. Mortality in these groups -
Wow! 
Well with a little overlapping and 
a few minor categories not mentioned, 
you see the broad screen picture of 
square dancing. If you want to square 
dance, enjoy yourself, and come home 
relaxed, search out and join the club 
with a conservative reputation and a 
membership of long standing or go 
to an open dance hall that has been 
going for several years. 
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PICK UP TWO AND ITS VARIATIONS 
By W. Joseph Bray, Falls Church, Va. 
Editor's Note: This article is the first 
of a three part series about the Square 
Dance movement "Pick Up Two and 
Its Variations." 
It is hard to imagine any square 
dance being older than this one, al-
though I have never tried tracing its 
history. It is such a natural dance, that 
on One Night Stands people who have 
never square danced before can do it 
with little or no walk through. They 
will have the feeling right in the be-
ginning that they are really square 
dancing. 
Some may view this figure more as 
a method of progression than as a 
dance figure. Whether it is a method 
of progression or a dance, there are 
a number of very interesting varia-
tions that go along with it. Since one 
couple at a time leads the dance, some 
of the dances are a little long. How-
ever, since all the dancers are not as 
busy as little bees all the time, they 
don't generally mind the length. 
A large number of the Eastern 
"visiting couple" dances lend them-
selves to adaptation to the "Pick Up 
Two" form. As examples of these we 
are including in this article, "Collec-
tive Rabbits" which we got from Terry 
Golden, "Lady 'Round Two, Gent 
Step Thru" from Frank Kaltman, and 
"Lady Walk Around" from Rickey 
Holden. 
There are two singing versions of 
the traditional figure that have come 
to our attention (and we are sure 
there are many others). These are nice 
to do with groups at any level of ex-
perience. One is "Hot Time in the Old 
Town" and the other is "Wabash Can-
nonball." A variation of the basic 
figure is also found in "Darling Nellie 
Gray." 
PICK UP TWO 
Traditional 
First old couple go out to the right 
Circle four with all your might 
Number one gent we're talking to you 
Break with your left, pick up two 
Pick up two and circle six 
°One time 'round and don't get mixed 
Now pick up two at the old back gate 
Pick up the last two and circle eight 
Circle to the left that's what you do 
Now back to the right, go lickity stew 
Circle to the right and home you go 
Swing your Partner, swing high and 
low 
Then promenade 'round the ring you 
go. 
°On the first go around with inexperi-
enced groups, it is sometimes helpful 
to break your patter (but keep in 
phrase) saying at this point "That's 
couple three, don't get mixed." 
This is what we call "Pick Up Two." 
We've heard others call it "Circle 
Four, Six and Eight." Undoubtedly, 
there are other names for it. The first 
variations that come to mind are 
movements from a circle, such as a 
do-paso (do-si-do), or a Sashay (either 
Whirlaway or Sashay Half Way 
'Round). The variation of this dance 
which first came to our attention, 
came from Art Lentz who got it when 
he danced with Margot Mayo's Amer-
ican Square Dance Group in New 
York. Since the author is unknown 
and it was invented at least in the 
early days of the current "revival," 
we'll say it is traditional too. The calls 
are the same as the basic "Pick Up 
Two" figure, except that after circl-
ing once around and before picking 
up the next couple the ones who are 
circling do a do-paso (do-si-do). My 
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notes do not even show a name for 
the dance, but the calls we got from 
Art were something like this: 
First couple right and circle four 
Around and 'round and 'round you go 
When you get straight do a do-si-do 
(do-paso) 
On your heel and on your toe 
One more change and circle four 
Once around the middle of the floor 
Pick up two and circle six 
Circle six and around you go 
When you get straight do a do-si-do 
(do-paso) . . . 
We used to see figures similar to 
this one a lot, but somehow in the 
current deluge of the "latest" where 
we have to desperately grab hands 
and flail the air with our arms to 
squeeze in the last square thru, dixie 
chain, box the gnat or what have you, 
we've sort of gotten away from the 
smoother hand turn and circle figures. 
Presumably the above figure leads 
to Rae Hope's "Partners Whirl to a 
Half Sashay." Rae added to the basic 
figure a Whirlaway Sashay, a Do-paso, 
and the old figure "Bunch the Ladies," 
and here's his variation: 
PARTNERS WHIRL TO A 
HALF SASHAY 
By Rae Hope (AM. SQ. July, 1950) 
First couple out to the couple on your 
right 
Circle four with all your might 
Whirlaway with a half sashay 
And circle left in the same old way 
Now swing on your corner like swing- 
ing on a vine 
Oh, my golly, ain't that fine 
Two ladies center back to back 
Gents run around a two-sided track 
Once around the girls you go 
Left to your partner, do-paso 
Corner by the right, right hand 
around 
°Partner left, left hand around 
And circle four when you come down 
Circle four as you did before 
Once around, pick up two more 
Circle six around the floor 
Whirlaway with a half sashay 
Then circle six in the same old way 
Swing the corner, she's your maid 
Swing her hard, don't be afraid 
Three ladies center back to back 
Gents run 'round that three sided 
track 
Once around those girls you go 
Left to your honey, do-paso 
It's partners left and corners right 
Back to your own for a full turn 
around 
Circle six as you come down 
Pick up two, it's a girl and boy 
Circle eight and dance with joy 
Whirlaway with a half sashay 
Circle left in the same old way 
Swing the corner, she's your own 
Swing her boys, rattle 'er bones 
Ladies to the center back to back 
Gents run 'round the outside track 
Same old boys same old trail 
Watch those monkeys walk that rail 
Left to your partner, do-paso 
Little bit 'o heel, little bit 'o toe 
Partners left and corners right 
Partner left and hang on tight 
Promenade boys go 'round the square 
Take a little walk with your lady fair 
(repeat with each couple leading in 
turn) 
°Here at this point we like to em-
bellish Rae's figure like this: 
"Partner left with your arm around 
Promenade over, like a two-leaf clover 
Gents back out and join hands 
Circle four as you did before".. . 
Very similar to the above dance, 
and even prior in time, Guy Merrills 
(AM. SQ. vol. 5, p. 96) invented a 
dance called "Sashay Partners Half-
way 'Round." It is so similar to this 
one that we won't repeat the calls. In 
Guy's dance instead of the Whirl-
away, he does the "Sashay Partners 
Halfway 'Round, Resashay Go All the 
Way Around." When we do the latter 
figure we try to get the dancers to 
"Sashay-to-the-count" (i. e. "1-2-3- 
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clap") taking three steps (sort of side-
wise as usual) then on the fourth 
count swinging their free foot out 
slightly as they clap their hands. 
Naturally, the idea is to get the whole 
floor right on the beat of the music 
so they clap at the same time. 
Although we talk in these articles 
about pure four-sided squares, we 
must confess that sometimes we com-
bine or mix parts of both Guy Merrill's 
and Rae Hope's dances. These two 
dances are especially valuable in 
teaching new dancers. Not only do 
new dancers learn the figures in-
volved, but the two (in combination) 
demonstrate who and where the "cor-
ner" is in almost any situation. Ted 
and Jeri Powell, I understand, also 
created a dance of similar name to 
Rae Hope's, with practically the same 
movement. 
BIRDIE IN THE CAGE 
(Collective) 
"Birdie in the Cage, Three Rail 
Pen" and "Birdie in the Cage, Seven 
Hands 'Round" have long been popu-
lar figures. These Birdies can be done 
as a collective figure. 
First couple out to the couple on your 
right 
Circle four with all your might 
Birdie in the cage and a three rail pen 
(this is No. 1 lady, or the lady of the 
couple leading the figure) 
Now the birdie hops out, old crow 
hop in 
Circle three go 'round again 
Circle three 'till I tell you when 
Crow hop out and swing your own 
Swing your own, then promenade 
alone 
Promenade over like a two-leaf clover 
Back right out and join hands 
Join hands and circle four 
Once around in the middle of the floor 
Pick up two and make it six 
Circle six and you look alive 
Cage the bird and circle five 
Birdie hop out, crow hop in 
Circle five and you're gone again 
Crow hop out when you get home 
Step right up and swing your own 
Promenade over like a three-leaf 
clover 
All the way 'round to the Cliffs of 
Dover 
Back right out and circle six 
Once around and don't get mixed 
Pick llD two at the old back gate 
Take the last two and make it eight 
Birdie in the cage and seven hands 
'round 
Well the birdie hop out, the crow 
hops in 
Circle seven go 'round again 
Circle seven like going to heaven 
Crow hops out and everybody swings 
'Round and 'round with the pretty 
little things 
Promenade boys with your lady fair 
Promenade go 'round the square 
(repeat with other couples leading in 
turn) 
_Keen° Present 
MACK THE DANCER 
A new smooth singing call to the tune of "MACK THE KNIFE" 
It is a sensation ... 
Try it — you'll like it. Fun to dance — easy to call 
Ask your record dealer for Keen* 2130 
Call side — by Harold Bausch 
Instrumental side — by Schroeder's Playboys 








Rickey Holden used to do a dance 
he called "Birdie Out of the Cage" as 
a collective dance. Its real name is 
"Lady Walk Around" or "Lady Bal-
lonet." It, too, is an old figure,. and a 
natural variation itself of "Birdie in 
the Cage." It is very similar to the 
collective "Birdies" above, except that 
instead of being in the center of the 
circle, the active lady steps outside 
the circle, and she walks counterclock-
wise as the other actives circle clock-
wise as usual. After doing "Collective 
Birdies" on one or two programs, call-
ers can give dancers quite a switch by 
changing to this dance. We do this 
one pretty much as Rickey called it. 
LADY WALK AROUND 
(Collective) 
Couple one right and circle four 
Once around to the old back door 
Drop the lady and circle three 
Lady walk around by you and me 
Twice around don't be slow 
Second time 'round do-paso 
Partner left with a left hand 'round 
Corner by the right - 
Partner left and circle four 
Go four hands 'round don't get mixed 
Pick up two and circle six 
Now drop the lady and circle five 
Lady walk around and act alive 
Go twice around and don't you know 
You meet your partner, do-paso 
Deedle deedle dee and a deedle 
deedle do 
Partner's left, and corner's so 
Partner's left and don't be late 
Circle up six and drop the gate 
Pick up two and circle eight 
Circle eight hands around 
The lady drop and circle seven 
Lady walk around like goin' to 
heaven 
Meet your partner do-paso 
(first time around this time) 
Partner left with a left all around 
And corner by the right - 
Partner left with your arm around 
Promenade boys go 'round the town 
(To be continued next month) 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
RATES: $1.00 per line. First line may be 
bold face or bold face caps. Deadline: 10th 
of month preceeding publication. 
Book and Magazines 
BOW AND SWING, the magazine of Square 
Dancing in Florida. Published ten issues a 
year . . . featuring complete directory of 
clubs and open dances . . official publica-
tion of callers and dancers groups . . . sub-
scription price $2.00 per year. BOW AND 
SWING, Box 891, Kissimmee, Florida. 
SQUAW DRESSES 
Moderately priced, yet with the 
Enchanting Elegance as captured 
in each creation by 
BILL BETTINA 
2110 N. W. Miami Court, Miami, Fla. 
Your copy of our "Portable Showroom" 
sent FREE upon request. 
ANOTHER NATURAL 
by MIKE MICHELE 
561 (45 and 78 RPM) 
MIGHTY NICE 
(To the tune: Mack the Knife) 
Flip Instrumental 
Music by The Four Notes 
For complete listing send 4c to: 
WESTERN JUBILEE 
RECORD CO. 
708 East Weldon 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 
All Square and Round Dance Records 
Now $1.45 
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challenge dancing, square dancing 
must become more complicated in 
order to challenge us. 
SQUARE DANCING 
FOR FUN 
by Charley Thomas 
Woodbury, N. J. 
We loudly proclaim that square 
dancing is fun and therefore everyone, 
well, everyone excepting those with 
weak hearts, should square dance. 
Then we squabble among ourselves 
because the callers are calling too 
complicated hash, or the dancers 
aren't doing the turns exactly right. 
We must remember that there are 
several types of fun a person can get 
out of square dancing. 
1. There's the fun that comes with 
the challenge of dancing to a hot hash 
caller, and even getting mixed up with 
him. 
2. There's the fun that comes from 
doing everything exactly as it should 
be done and when it should be done 
in time with everyone else. 
3. There's the fun of whooping 
and cutting up in time with the music. 
4. There's the fun of just being 
together with a group of friends and 
doing something you all want to do. 
1. I've heard denunciations of hot 
hash callers for ten years and prophe-
cies of their downfall, but hash has 
become more torrid and more callers 
are doing it all the time. Let's face it. 
The hot hash caller must have some-
thing some dancers like or he would 
have become defunct. Don't you get 
fun out of a challenge dance? Don't 
you even get a laugh out of getting 
messed up once in a while? We can 
keep saying, "Any fool can stop a 
floor. It's only a caller who can keep 
everybody dancing." But some floors 
like to be stopped. And if we like 
2. I know some people must get 
fun out of doing everything precisely 
so, because they want me to do it too. 
I do enjoy watching precision square 
dancing and the challenge of training 
people to do it. I just wish some peo-
ple wouldn't want me to do things 
only one way and that they might 
realize I like my fun as described in 
number 3. 
3. I like doing things in time with 
the music, but whooping it up and not 
being too particular to do things just 
so. 
4. A friend said recently that 80% 
of his club were ready to give up 
square dancing because it had be-
come too complicated and they seem-
ed to have got all they wanted from 
it. But they were staying together be-
cause they liked to be together and 
this was the one thing they all liked 
to do. 
Now let's go farther and say that 
while there are at least four different 
kinds of ways to get fun out of square 
dancing, let's be careful not to knock 
the ways we don't particularly enjoy. 
Most of us can get some fun out of 
each kind of dancing. 
I've seen numbers of square dance 
groups fall apart because they had 
nothing to hold them together except 
square dancing. 
So let's remember other people get 
fun from square dancing in other ways 
than we do and not criticize them be-
cause they don't like our way as well 
as we do. In guiding and directing 
groups, let's appeal to the dancers in 
as many ways as possible. 
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TAKE YOUR PICK OF THESE SQUARES AND ROUNDS 
THE HAPPY WALTZ 
By Jerry and Charlie Tuffield, 
Denver, Colo. 
Record: Lloyd Shaw No. 217. 
Position: Open, Facing LOD. 
Footwork: Opposite throughout. 
Introduction: 
Meas 
1-4 Wait Two Measures; Balance 
Away; Balance Together; 
Wait the first two meas; In open 
pos, step to side away from ptr; 
Step together, ending in butterfly 
pos (M facing wall). 
5-6 Waltz Balance Left; Waltz Bal-
ance Right; 
M steps to the side in LOD on L, 
step R behind L, step in place on 
L; repeat waltz balance to the R. 
7-8 Twirl; Step Touch; 
M take three steps in place while 
W twirls R face under her R and 
M's L hands; step R touch L ending 
in open pos. 
Dance: 
1-4 Waltz Back-to-Back; Waltz Face-
to-Face; Step, Swing; Face, Touch•; 
Waltz FWD in LOD, turning slight-
ly back-to-back; waltz FWD, turn-
ing face-to-face; step on L, swing 
R fwd LOD, hold; face ptr, step to 
side on R in RLOD and touch L, 
hold. 
5-8 Waltz Back-to-Back; Waltz Face-
to Face; Step, Swing, -; Step, 
Touch, -; 
Repeat Meas. 1 and 2; on Meas. 7, 
step on L, swing R fwd, turning to 
back-to-back pos; on Meas. 8, step 
on R, touch L (M facing COH, W 
facing the wall), join both hands. 
9-12 Waltz Balance Left; Waltz Bal-
ance Right; Step, Flare, -; Face, 
Touch, -; 
Waltz balance L - M stepping to 
side in RLOD on L, step R behind 
L, step in place on L; repeat waltz 
balance to R; step L in place, swing 
R around in a flare to face ptr; step 
R, touch L. 
13-16 Dip; Maneuver Waltz; Waltz; 
Waltz; 
Dip backward on M's L and hold 2 
counts; do one waltz, maneuvering 
to end with M's back to LOD; do 
two waltzes, making a 3/4 turn to 
end facing ptr, M's back to COH. 
17-20 Side, Behind, Side;  Front, Side, 
Behind; Twirl, -, -; Step, Touch, -; 
L in LOD; NV twirls R face under 
her R and M's L hands, while M 
walks fwd 3 steps in LOD; face 
ptr step R, touch L. 
21-24 Side, Behind, Side; Front, Side, 
Behind; Twirl, -, -; Step, Touch, -; 
Repeat Meas. 17-19. On Meas. 24 
step R, touch L, facing LOD in 
open pos. 
25-28 Step, Swing, -; W Twirls, -, -; 
Waltz; Waltz; 
Step on L, swing R; while W turns 
one full free turn L, M walks 3 
steps, turning 1/2 R-face turn to 
end with back to LOD; two turn-
ing waltzes, starting with M step-
ping back into LOD, ending in open 
pos. 
29-32 Step, Swing, -; W Twirls; Waltz; 
Waltz; 
Repeat Meas. 25-28. 
Ending: 
On third time through, in Meas. 32, 
W twirls R face under her R and 
M's L hands, bow to ptrs. 
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FOOLISH FANCY 
By Edna and Gene Arnfield, 
Skokie, Ill. 
Record: Jamie No. 1127. 
Position: Intro — Closed pos M's back 
to COH. Dance — Semi-closed pos 
facing LOD. 




3-4 Side, Close, FWD, -; Side, Close, 
Back-; 
Box two-step, M starting to L in 
LOD, close R to L, step fwd on L-; 
step to side on R, close L, back on 
R-; 
5-6 Repeat Meas. 3-4; 
7-8 Twirl, 2, 3, Touch: Reverse Twirl, 
2, 3, Touch; 
As M grapevines slightly LOD, W 
twirls R face under lead hands, 2, 
3, touch: M grapevines RLOD, as 
W reverse twirls, 2, 3, touch: 
Dance: 
1-4 Two-Step FWD: Two-Step FWD: 
Rock FWD, -, and Back, -; Rock 
Back, -, and FWD, -; 
Semi-closed pos starting M's L do 
2 two-steps fwd, progressing down 
LOD; M steps FWD on L, in place 
on R: M steps back on L, in place 
on R: 
5-8 Side, Close, Cross-L Side, Close, 
Cross-; Two-Step Turn, Two-Step 
Turn; 
With M's and W's R hands joined, 
twinkle by M stepping L in LOD, 
close R and cross L toward RLOD 
(\V crosses in front also): M steps 
R to RLOD, close L and cross R in 
front to LOD: closed pos M's back 
to COH do 2 R face turning two-
steps, ending in semi-closed pos: 
9-16 Repeat Meas. 1-8 Ending in But-
terfly Pos. M's Back to COH. 
17-20 Side, Behind, Side, Brush: Ban-
jo Around, 2, 3, Touch; 
M steps L to side, behind on R, to 
side L and brushes, R heel smartly 
(retaining hand holds, face apart on 
grapevine and tog to banjo R hips): 
Banjo around by stepping fwd 
R,L,R, touch L, making a 1/2 turn 
with M on outside of circle: in 
RLOD, M steps L to side, behind 
on R, to side L and brushes R heel: 
Banjo around, R,L,R, touch L mak-
ing 1/2 turn, M's back to COH. 
21-24 Repeat Meas. 17-20 ending in 
semi-closed pos; 
25-28 Walk, -, Face, -; Pivot, -, 2, -; 
Two-Step Turn: Two-Step Turn; 
In semi-closed pos, walk fwd on L, 
face ptr on R -; starting L foot do 
2 pivot steps, making one R face 
turn to end with M's back to COH: 
Start L to do 2 R face turning steps, 
to end in semi-closed pos: 
29-32 Repeat Measures 25-28; 
Dance Routine Total of Two Times. 
Ending: 
Repeat Measures 1-7, on Meas. 8, 
Twirl W R face under lead hands 
while M walks LOD in R, L, R. 
TAKE ME BACK TO COLORADO 
By Cal Golden and Buzz Brown 
Record: Old Timer No. 8143 — instru-
mental // calls by Cal Golden. 
Opener, Break, and Closer: 
Allemande left your corner 
Do-sa-do your partner 
Promenade your girl around the ring 
All four couples wheel around 
Promenade the wrong way round 
Four men back track around the ring 
Reverse the boys, reverse the girls 
Meet your own with a right hand 
whirl 
Allemande left your corner 
Promenade your own 
Y'all come to see us 
I know you'll never leave us 
Take me back to Colorado for to stay. 
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Figure: 
First and third right and left thru 
Turn your girl that's what you do 
Now lead to the right and circle half- 
way round 
Dive thru, pass thru 
Right and left thru with the outside 
two 
Dive thru and make a right hand star 
It's once and a half and around you go 
Corner ladies swing and whirl 
Promenade this lady round the ring 
rall come to see us 
I know you'll never leave us 
Take me back to Colorado for to stay. 
(You now have original corner for 
partner. Repeat figure three times to 
Zet partner back). 
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice 
for heads, Break, Figure twice for 
sides, Closer). 
PIONEER HILLS BREAKS 
By Del Coolman, Flint, Mich. 
Promenade don't slow down 
One and three you wheel around 
Right and left through 
Then pass through and on to the next 
Right and left through 





Same couples right and left through 
Do a half sashay and cross trail 
On to the next and cross trail 
Allemande left . . . 
Bow to your partner 
And your corners all 
All four ladies chain 
You chain across the hall 
One and three do a half sashay 
Up to the middle and back that way 
Up to the middle and box the gnat 
Then square through 
Right — left — right — left 
Right and left through with the out 
side two 
Allemande left . . . 
CRUISIN' DOWN THE RIVER 
By Randy Stephens 
Record: Windsor No. 4179 — Instru-
mental; Windsor No. 4479 — with 
calls by Bruce Johnson. 
Opener, Break, and Closer: 
Allemand left your corners 
Then partners box the gnat 
Box it back — gents star left 
Three quarters round the track 
Turn your corner right hand 
Your partner left — and then 
Four little ladies star by the right 
Three quarters round the ring 
Allemand left with your left hand 
And a grand of right and left 
Meet your partner over there 
And promenade the set 
That old accordion's playing 
A sentimental tune 
Cruisin' down the river, on a Sunday 
afternoon . . . 
Figure: 
Heads go for'd up and back 
Then California twirl 
Separate — go halfway round 
And when you meet your girl 
Come down the middle — half square 
thru 
Your corners do-sa-do 
All the way round to an ocean wave 
Then balance to and fro 
Right and left thru — turn 'em, boys 
Trail thru — U turn back 
Swing the opposite lady there 
And promenade her back 
Go strollin with your honey 
Around that big or room 
Like cruisin' down the river on a Sun- 
day afternoon . . . 
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for 
heads, Break, Figure twice for sides, 
Closer.) 
Q 
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MACK THE KNIFE 
By Phil Booker, Vancouver, B. C. 
Record: Aqua No. 117 — instrumental, 
call by Phil Booker. 
Opener, Break, and Closer: 
Join your hands and you circle to the 
left 
Around you go 
Now it's right to the middle and come 
on back 
Your partner do-paso 
Turn your partner by the left and 
your corner by the right 
Partner left an allemande thar 
Back along go through the night 
Throw in the clutch and hear me sing 
Reverse the star, reverse the ring 
Turn your own right hand around 
Promenade keep out of sight 
There's someone sneeking round the 
corner 
Could that someone be Mack the 
Knife. 
Figure: 
Heads go forward up and back 
Cross trail through across the track 
Around just one you're four in line 
Forward up and back in time 
Pass on through — turn left — single 
file around the set 
Men reach back with a right 
Now pull them through, a grand old 
right and left 
Right and left around you go 
Meet your girl do-sa-do 
Promenade her — that's Lucy Brown 
(Promenade all the way around past 
home and back to home position.) 
Yeh, that line forms on the right, babe 
Now that Mack is back in town. 
',Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for 
heads, Break, Figure twice for sides, 
Closer.) 
BACK WOODS 
By Warren Spears, West Plains, Mo. 
Record: Sets In Order No. 1112 -
with calls by Lee Helsel; Sets In 
Order No. 2114 — instrumental hoe-
down. 
Figure: 
Head ladies chain across the ring 
One and three bow and swing 
Promenade the outside ring 
Halfway don't take all night 
Same two lead to the right 
Circle four, you're doing fine 
Forward up and back with you 
Bend the line, right and left thru 
Two ladies chain to a left allemande. 
Break: 
One and two do a right and left thru 
New two and four forward and back 
Right and left thru across the track 
Same ladies chain across the way 
Turn that girl and whirl-a-way 
New number two go across the floor 
Split that couple line up four 
Forward four and back with you 
Head couples right and left thru 
Turn back and cross trail 
Allemande left the corner girl. 
(Sequence: Figure for heads, Figure 
for sides, Break, Figure for sides, 
Figure for heads.) 
LITTLE JOE, THE HARD WAY 
By Van Vander Walker, 
San Diego, Calif. 
First and third right and left thru 
Turn your girl pass thru 
Face your partner right and left thru 
Turn 'em around half square thru 
Right and left separate go 'round one 
Pass thru face your partner 
Right and left thru turn 'em on around 
Left half square thru, left, right, 
Left allemande . . . 
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JOIN LES GOTCHER IN 1960 
Maybe Y ouWould 	 How about a 3-day 
Like to Go to Weekend — July 
Hawaii 	 2-3-4 
      
There will be seven 
big weeks of 
Instituting at the 
Crescent Hotel in 
Eureka Springs, 
Arkansas in 1960 
There will be one 
big week of 
Instituting at Big 
Win Inn way up 
in Canada in 1960 
      
There will be 
Instituting in 
Florida in 1960 
There will also be 
Instituting in 
California in 1960 
2 EARLY SUMMER WEEKS AT THE CRESCENT HOTEL IN 
EUREKA SPRINGS, ARKANSAS 
First week will be May 29 to June 4 — Then we head for the National 
in Des Moines, Iowa, for the 9th, 10th, and 11th of June. 
Right after the National we do another big week at the Crescent Hotel 
in Eureka Springs, Arkansas. That week will be from June 12th to the 18th. 
July 2-3-4 — Sat., Sun., and Mon. 
THREE BIG DAYS AT THE COMMANDE PERRY HOTEL IN 
TOLEDO, OHIO 
Room for 200 couples — First come, first served — Better check on this 
one — It's going to be a big one — Stay at the hotel, eat at the hotel, 
dance in the beautiful ballroom at the hotel. 
YEARLY TRIP TO HAWAII — AUG. 8th to 15th 
This will be our 4th trip to Hawaii — Limited to 30 couples — Your 
flight both ways — 8 days at the wonderful Hawaiian Village Hotel -
Plus Institute — Side trips, etc. All for the low price of $289.50 — Tax 
included. 
5 BIG WEEKS AT THE CRESCENT HOTEL IN EUREKA SPRINGS, ARK. 
Beginning on Aug. 28th and going thru to Oct. 1st. 
For further information — or for colorful brochure — FREE — Write to 
LES GOTCHER 
137 So. Orange, Glendale 4, California 




















Can be used 
IN THE HAND 
ON A STAND 
OR SUSPENDED 
OVER HEAD! 
VP17 	- $131.00 
VP17X - $145.00 
If you are a Professional Caller — please write for your 
CONFIDENTIAL professional Discount Price. 
Prices include tax, F.O.B., Newark 
Ask for Ten Day Trial 	• 	Terms 
DANCE RECORD CENTER 
1159 Broad Street Newark 2, New Jersey 
OUT OF THE MAILBAG 
Dear Arvid: 
I want to wish you every success as 
Editor of American Squares and con-
gratulate you on your magazine which 
has been enjoyed by a large number 
of dancers for some years. 
A slap on the back for Frank Kalt-
man and his "Record Reviews." I 
have found his opinions very reliable 
and to use a baseball term with a 
change of one word would say that, 
"He calls 'em as he hears 'em.' 
Also a bouquet for the Lynns as 
Round Dance Editors, I feel that they 
are doing a real service for the danc-
ers in "Grab Bag" and when you look 
over all the new material that is being 
released these days you know that this 
is no small chore. 
Johnny Woodman 
Winnepeg, Manitoba, Canada 
Dear Arvid: 
Just a word of congrats on your 
first edition of American Squares 
which all of us here in Nottingham, 
England enjoyed immensely. 
Glad you are continuing with the 
"Record Reviews" feature which we, 
over here, find invaluable. Long may 
you continue, also, to publish the out-
standing "Variations" series by W. 
Joseph Bray. I myself, have found it 
most useful and informative both at 
my own club and various one-
nighters. 
The Square Dance scene in our 
own part of the world is very healthy 
indeed. With four clubs actively parti-
cipating in the Nottingham area, 
things are quite rosy. We are fortu-
nate in having Jim Lees in our midst 
and things seem to be poised for 
something big in the New Year. Over 
the past few months we have had 
Pocket Rubber Stamp $1.00 
With your name and address. Large type 
gives an easy-to-read, clear impression 
. . . looks like printing. Small and 
compact. Handy single unit case con-
tains continuous self-inking device. Use 
to identify your personal belongings. 
Needed in every home and office. Three 
lines only. 
Specify RUBBER STAMP 	.... $1.00 
Book Matches 	$2.50 
Your own name or initials beautifully 
printed in bright gold on 50 high-gloss 
bright-white match books. An ideal gift. 
Indicate name or initials. 
Specify 1000 MATCHES 	 $2.50 
Economy 
Stationery 	$1.00 
Here's an unusual value! 50 sheets and 
25 envelopes with your name and ad-
dress. Printing in blue ink on bright 
white paper. Order for yourself ... and 
for gifts. Name and address only. 
Spotty ECONOMY STATIONERY.. S1.00 
1000 Name and Address Labels 
Your name and address beautifully 
printed in blue ink on finest quality 
gummed paper. In handy pad form. 
Perfect time savers. Size 1%" s 1/2". 
Packed in handsome re-usable plastic 
case. Use on letters, envelopes, post-
cards, records, checks. Three lines only. 
Specify 1000 MUSS LAMS $1.00 
	 $1.00 
Send for our Free folder of Personalized items... 
ALBERT B. ODEN, Peeatugf 
DEVILS GLEN ROAD - BETTENDORF, IOWA 





The New Year Brings a new 
sound on Longhorn Records 
"The Lone Star 
Ramblers Band" 
They are the pride of East Texas and 
you will know why when you try these 
two new singing calls by: 
RED WARRICK with 
Instrumental by LONE STAR RAMBLERS 
129 — MONA LISA 
flip Instrumental 
130 — MACK THE KNIFE 
flip Instrumental 
We also hope you will enjoy our after 
party record, just for listening. 
500 — OLD BUSTER / LET'S 
HAVE AN AFTER PARTY 
MERRBACH has the latest 
BLUE STAR 
1539 — FOOLIW, Caller, Marshall Flippo, 
Flip instrumental. 
1540 — WE MIGHT AS WELL FORGET IT, 
Caller, Andy Andrus, Flip instrumental. 
On 45 and 78 rpm speeds. 
BOGAN 
1111 — MARIE, Caller. Nathan Hale, Flip in-
strumental. 
1112 — POCKET FULL OF DREAMS, Caller, 
Nathan Hale, Flip instrumental. 
On 45 and 78 rpm speeds. 
SWINGING SQUARE 
2308 — WHEN PAYDAY ROLLS AROUND, 
Caller, Les DeWitt, Flip instrumental, 45 
rpm speed only. 
BENZ 
1204 — TENNESSEE DEW STEP; Caller, Ben 
Baldwin, Jr., Flip instrumental, 78 rpm 
speed only. 
We carry all square and round dance labels. 
Write us if your dealer cannot supply you. 
MERRBACH 
RECORD SERVICE 
323 West 14th St. 	 Houston, Texas 
visits from Rickey Holden and Tex 
Brown. 
We are seeking an American Cor-
respondent for our magazine, "The 
Square Dancer." If one of your read-
ers feels that he or she could help out 
in this matter, we would be most ap-
preciative. 
Ralph "Slim" Meakin 
Beeston, Nottingham, England 
Dear Arvid: 
I want to wish you the best as the 
new editor of American Squares. I 
subscribed originally when Rickey 
Holden was editor and have con-
tinued ever since. 
Since I use records with calls, I 
depend on Frank Kaltman's Record 
Reviews" and am glad he'll continue. 
Mary and Bill Lynn I met a few 
years ago at Square Acres. They have 
gone far since then and I am happy 
for them. 
I thought the ideas expressed in 
your first (October, 1959) issue were 
good. 
Sara Fried 
Brooklyn, New York 
Dear Arvid: 
I have been a subscriber to Ameri-
can Squares a long, long time and 
wouldn't want to do without it at all. 
Best of luck with American Squares 
— it has always been a good magazine 
and I am sure that you'll keep it as 
good as it has been and will do all 
you can to make it even better. 
John H. Brendle 
Director of Rehabilitation 
Dorothea Dix Hospital 






Smart - Gtety - Disstiri .1, Squaw Dresses 
S 
beautifully designed in Cotton Georgette and 
N r,  
in Zuni 
By the Yard .. . 
Cotton Georgette . . . the finest 
quality in more than 20 beauti-
ful colors. 
Zuni Cloth . . . no-iron semi-sheer, 
durable. 
Braids . . . ornamental and with 
Gold, Silver or Copper, keyed to 
Georgette, and Zuni colors. 
rtm, 	fasiAtecs--. 
Regular. Large 
and Junior Sixes 
Send 25c for COMPLETE 
folder with illustrations. 
dress and yardage samples. 
FREE on request: Yardage 
samples only of Georgette. 
Zuni and Braids. 
Dept. A 
1405 Jewell Ave. Topeka, Kan. 
PAT PENDING'S THOUGHT FOR THE DAY 
There's drives for more square 
dancers 
Sales talk in great big gobs 
Callers scream from house tops 
For recruits their hearts throb 
They're always searching new ones 
Which makes one think a lot 
Why don't they build their 
program 
To keep the ones they've got? 
ORIGINAL SINGING CALLS BY JIM YORK 
are always good. You might say they are standards. 
Have you tried these lately? All called versions 
are by the ever popular Glen Story. 
AC 101 DON'T BLAME IT ALL ON ME — with calls 
Instrumental is AC102 
AC 114 FRIVOLOUS SAL / YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME 
Instrumental is AC115 
AC 117 CALICO GIRL / SUNDAY 
Instrumental is AC 118 
* * * 
SUNNY HILLS RECORDS 
1600 Sunny Crest 	 Fullerton, California 
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Flip Records, 45 rpm only 	 Price $1.45 
No. 102. Hashing the Salty Dog/Instrumental 
Square Dance with Calls by Horace Hall 
Another caller breathlessly rushes through a series of glossary calls. The 
flip side is a beautiful instrumental. It should inspire some beautiful calling. 
Grenn Records, 45 rpm only 	 Price $1.45 
No. 1209. Arky Workshop/Starama 
Square Dance with Calls by Johnny Davis 
A continuation of a terrific series. Superlative high-level stuff. 
No. 1210. Rolling Stone (145)/Molly Ann (144) 
Square Dance Instrumental for No. 1209 
This seems a trifle fast for comfortable dancing. There is a tendency across 
the country to speed up Square Dancing. It happened before around 1950 
and resulted in a few heart attacks on the dance floor. Let's hope we don't 
have to go through that again. 
No. 1211. Be Sure It's True/All She Wants 
Square Dance with Calls by Johnny Davis 
A well recorded pair of singing calls. The hi-levelers will love it. 
No. 1212. Instrumental for No. 1211 
Well-played instrumental that is a trifle loud in the drum section. Some 
people may think it too noisy and boisterous, I think they're fun. 
Bogan Records, 78 or 45 rpm 	 Price $1.45 
No. 1111. Marie (128)/Instrumental 
Square Dance with Calls by Nathan Hale 
A poor choice of music for Square Dancing. The Caller does as well as 
could be done with it, but it's a struggle. 
No. 1112. Pocket Full of Dreams (128)/Instrumental 
Square Dance with Calls by Nathan Hale 
Another glossary call. Well played. Well recorded instrumental. 
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Windsor Records, 45 rpm only 
	
Price $1.45 
No. 4655. Mountain Greenery/Twilight Waltz 
Round Dances 
Top-grade dance music, superbly recorded. 
510 Records, 45 rpm only 	 Price $1.45 
No. 1113. Pride-O-Dixie/You're Nobody's Sweetheart Now 
Square Dance with Calls by Bob Ruff 
Nicely done, smoothly conceived singing calls. Both sides should become 
very popular. 
No. 2118. Instrumentals for No. 1113 
Excellent quality instrumental. 
No. 2117. It's All Over Now/One Time Too Many 
Square Dance Instrumental played by the Squareabouts 
Beautiful instrumentals of the singing-call sides of the two Lee Helsel records 
reviewed last month. He used earlier releases for the patter sides. 
No. 3110. Lucky Polka/Judy 
Round Dance played by the Roundabouts 
Lush round dance music. Up to the best. 
HAVE RECORDS, 
WILL TRAVEL 
Rickey Holden, square dance caller 
from Wilmington, Delaware, leaves in 
mid-January for a second world tour 
of countries in Asia, Africa and 
Europe. He'll be teaching square and 
other dances to people of the coun-
tries involved. 
The tentative itinerary includes 
Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
Philippines, Viet-Na m, Singapore, 
Malaya, Borneo, Thailand, Burma, 
Ceylon, India, Pakistan, Jordan, Iran 
and Egypt. 
In August, 1958, he completed his 
first tour around the world, having 
travelled over 46,000 miles in ten 
months and taught over 18,000 people  
in 30 countries in Asia, Africa and 
Europe. This past summer he spent 
two and one-half months in Europe, 
and this fall he was in Cuba and 
Mexico. So far he has visited a total 
of 53 different nations. 
He plans to call at least one square 
dance in every country program on 
this trip, although there will likely be 
many times when simple round 
dances and mixers may be more suc-
cessful because of language or gen-
eral dancing problems. 
Rickey says the language problem 
is not so formidable as you might 
think because he now speaks fifteen 
languages — twenty words in each 
language. He can say, "Go, stop, left, 
right, turn around and you're wonder-
ful." Just a few things like this are all 
he finds necessary. 
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OLD TIMER 
NEW — L.P. 2002 
Called by Bill Castner 
Squares for Intermediates and Hot Shots 
These are tricky — these take dancers. 
These are fun 
Side 1 






Lady of Spain 
Just Plain Nasty 
Basin Street Blues 
California Retreat 
Shady Lane 
$3.98 at Your Dealer Now 
OLD TIMER 
RECORD CO. 
708 East Weldon 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 
GRENN 
"Deep Groove Records" 
For "June in January" relaxed dancing: 
SUMMERTIME 
BASHFUL GAL 
12017 — With Calls by Ronny Schneider 
12018 — Instrumental 
Hoedowns you will remember, in the 
rollicking style of Al Russ: 
CHOCTAW 
ROCKLIN' CINDY 
12016 — Instrumental 
* 
To keep you up with the latest: 
SHUFFLE THE DECK WORKSHOP 
DOGBONE 
12015 — With Calls by Ronny Schneider 
GRENN, INC. 
Box 16 	 Bath, Ohio 
NEWS 
BATTLE CREEK FESTIVAL 
The Battle Creek, Michigan Winter 
Square Dance Festival will be held on 
January 29, 1960 with Jerry Helt of 
Cincinatti, Ohio calling. 
The Association will pay all ex-
p(siises for the dance and the entire 
gross receipts from it will be donated 
towards setting up the 1961 National 
Square Dance Convention in Detroit. 
The dance will be held at the Fort 
Custer Air Force Field House in the 
center of Fort Custer. This facility 
has over 18,000 square feet of good 
wood dance floor for comfortable 
dancing. 
ROUND DANCE PRICES 
INCREASE 
For many years, several of the more 
popular square and round dance 
labels have priced their round dance 
records lower than square dance re-
leases. Several years ago, rounds were 
"incidental" to squares and only an 
organ or a combo of three or four 
musicians was used by the recording 
companies. Production costs were 
lower than those for squares. 
The round dance picture has chang-
ed radically during the past few years. 
The record companies are now using 
larger bands and incurring even great-
er production costs for round dance 
music than for squares. Therefore, it 
has become necessary to increase the 
price on rounds to the same level as 
squares, $1.45. 
Most of the major recording com-
panies put this increase into effect on 
January 1, 1960. 
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SQUARE 
YOUR 
• • n 
5/) MUSICAL (of MIXERS 
RAY OLSON 
P.. It 111 
Musical Mixers and Play - Party 
games are fun for everyone. 
Each of the above books contair 
50 easy-to-teach dances suitable 
for one - night stands, beginner 
classes, and many other groups. 
Only $1.00 each postpaid from: 
square YOUR SETS 
P. 0. Box 262 	Moline, Illinois 
(or at your local dealer) 
FROM HERE 
AND THERE 
AROUND THE WORLD 
"Around the World in Dancing" is 
the theme for the workshop and even-
ing dance to be held on January 30, 
1960 by the New Hampshire Folk 
Federation. This Winter Party will be 
held at Smith Road School in Man-
chester, New Hampshire. 
MANY CLUBS LOSE 
MEMBERS 
"During the last three or four years 
I have repeatedly pointed out the un-
deniable fact that many clubs are 
losing members because of t h e 
swarms of new sequences introduced. 
"It's not only clubs, however, which 
are guilty of this absurd race to beat 
everyone else by teaching more and 
more dances. Some of our teachers' 
societies are outsize sinners, some 
more than others. 
". . . the older dances are, gener-
ally speaking, the most popular . . . 
the many clubs which have disap-
peared have strangled themselves 
with a chain of new dances." 
The above, by Walter Collinson, 
appeared in the November 12, 1959, 
issue of Dance News, a ballroom 
dance publication from London, Eng-
land. Might this also apply to square 
dance groups? 
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Jan. 15-17: Tucson, Ariz. Southern 
Arizona's 12th Annual Square 
Dance Festival. 
Jan. 23: Ardmore, Okla. So. District 
March of Dimes Dance. Civic 
Auditorium. 
Jan. 29: Battle Creek, Mich. Festival. 
Fort Custer Air Force Field House. 
Jan. 30: Manchester, New Hamp. New 
Hampshire Folk Federation Winter 
Party. Smith Road School. 
Jan. 30: Houston, Texas. Jamboree. 
Jan. 30: Milwaukee, Wisc. 10th Anniv. 
Pioneer Round Dancers. 
Jan. 30: Riverside, Calif. Cow Coun-
ties Annual Casa Colina Benefit 
Dance. 
Jan. 30-31: Ashland, Ore. So. Oregon 
3rd Annual Square-Up. Britt 
Memorial Bldg. 
Jan. 31: Harrisburg, Pa. March of 
Dimes Dance. Ranchland. 
Feb. 12-13: Houston, Texas. 8th 
Annual Round Dance Festival. Rice 
Hotel. 
Mar. 11-12: Mobile, Ala. Azalea Trail 
Festival. 
Mar. 12: Durham, N. C. Tar Heel 
Square-Up. Armory. 
Mar. 24-26: Washington, D. C. 1st 
Annual Spring Festival. Sheraton 
Park Hotel. 
April 2-3: Phoenix, Ariz. Valley of the 
Sun Festival. 
April 8-10: Los Angeles, Calif. Cali-
fornia State Square Dance Conven-
tion. 
April 18-27: Philadelphia, Pa. Recrea- 
tion World's Fair. Convention Hall. 
April 18-24: Los Angeles, Calif. Re- 
creation World's Fair. Sports Arena. 
April 29-30: Las Vegas, Nev. Square 
Dance Festival. Convention Center. 
April 30-May 8: Fontana Dam, N. C. 
14th Fontana Swap Shop. 
May 13-15: Cleveland, Ohio. 2nd 
Annual Buckeye State Square 
Dance Convention. Sheraton Cleve-
land Hotel. 
May 27-29: Fontana Dam, N. C. Fon-
tana Fun Festival. 
May 28-29: Oakland, Calif. Golden 
State Roundup. 
June 9-11: Des Moines, Iowa. 9th 
Annual National Square Dance 
Convention. Veteran's Audit. 
June 11-13: Eureka Springs, Ark. 
Heart of America Festival. Crescent 
Hotel. 
Sept. 26-30: Washington, D. C. 42nd 
National Recreational Con g r e s s. 
Shoreham Hotel. 
LOOK! . . . CALLERS — DANCERS 
BADGES that "SAY HELLO" 
Any color, shape, style or design, con copy any 
badge, motif. Send sketch for free club sample. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Prices: Nome — 60c, Name and City — 65c, 
Name, Club and City — 70c .  
Sound equipment — Califones, Newcombs, Mikes, 
Tapes, Monitors, Var. Speed Motors in stock. 
Square Craft authentic handmade jewelry 
for men and women. 
Write for our list of Goofy and Fun Badges 
PLASTIC ENGRAVERS — 2 
BOB ROTTMANN — BEverly 3-5527 
11041 So. Talman Ave. 	Chicago 43, Illinois 
WHY SEARCH? — ORDER BY MAIL 
We can supply you with ALL 
square and round dance 
RECORDS — BOOKS — SUPPLIES 
Newcombs — Califones — Mikes 
Goofey Badges, etc. 
All sales 100(,', guaranteed. No packing or 
handling charges. (min. order 3 records). 
We Pay Postage — Fast Service 
square 
P. 0. Box 262, Moline, Illinois 







Here's glad tidings for CALLERS, 
ROUND DANCE TEACHERS and 
ROUND DANCERS who hove looked 
forward to getting their all-time 
favorite squares and rounds in the 
new 45 r.p.m. speed and size. 
FOR CALLERS - INSTRUMENTAL SINGING SQUARES 
•4105-0Id Fashioned Girl Hurry, Hurry 
•4112-My Pretty Girl Marching Thru Georgia 
•4115-Comin' Round The Mountain 
Hot Time In The Old Town Tonight 
•4141-The Little Shoemaker 'Ready, 
Willing & Able 
•4144-Alabama Jubilee Just Because 
• 4145-Troil Of The lonesome Pine, 
Floatin' Down To Cottontown 
•4161-Honeycomb/flip side called 
by Bruce Johnson 
Music by THE SUNDOWNERS BAND 
*also available on 78 r.p.m. while stocks la 11 
FOR ROUND DANCE TEACHERS AND ROUND DANCERS 
•4601-Narcissus Altai Polka 	•4619-Show Off Your Lady/Five Foot Two 
•4602-Beautiful Ohio, Nola •4624-Patty Cake Polka/Ramblin' Reuben 
• 4605-All American Promenade 	•4638-Blue Pacific Waltz 
(new recording with full bond) 	(shortened to 3 sequences) 
Waltz Of The Bells 	 While We Dream 
(shortened to 3 sequences) 	(new coupling of 2 
excellent dances) 
Please note: a price adjustment to $1.45 befifiges effec-
tive on all Windsor round dances on Jarskrrist. In 
order to bring 'you finer and fuller round dance Ruric 
we are no* using later orchestras and full arrake-
ments;,.and added prcntuction costs mike +-is adjust-
ment necessary 
In re-mastering and p sing these numbers • 	: ye 
used e latesr and fi 	techniques and 	 for 
enrich 	tone qualitxt dding body 	 to the 
music, and avokfin, groove skipping an warping. 
Your favorite t+ero'rd dearer ould have th se new re- 
releases on hand by January 	Get you selections 
from them SOON! 




SECOND CLASS MAIL 
2514 - 16th Street 
Moline, Illinois 
RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED 
DEALERS, If you want service — try us 
Complete one-stop service on all square and round dance 
RECORDS — BOOKS — SUPPLIES 
Russell Tap Dance Records — Goofey Badges 
All sales 100% gucranteed 	Fast, efficient service 
Contact us now, for catalogs, prices, and the like 
r ■ f-Aa4c—AMERICAN CO • 
Wholesale Only 
"Distributors of Dance Records" 
P.O. Box 62 
	
Moline, 111. nois 	 Phone Moline 2-0231 
MacGREGOR RECORDS 
12-  L.P. 
INSTRUMENTAL SQUARE DANCE MUSIC 
Featuring 
JOE MAPHIS 
King of the Strings 
SIDE "A" SIDE "B- 
1. Seeing Nellie Home 1. Georgia Camp Meeting 
2. Square Dance Rock 2.  Green River Rag 
3.  8th of January 3. Kansas City Special 
4. New Wildwood Flower 4. Cotton Eyed Joe 
5. Home Sweet Home 5. Cumberland Gap 
6. Bill Cheatum 6. Crazy Pickin' 
LP — 1205 
MacGREGOR RECORDS 
729 S. Western Ave. 	 Los Angeles 5, Calif. 
